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"Instantly Gain Master Marketing Rights to an Arsenal of 100 Profit Software Products!" ...YOU can sell

these top quality software products individually, or as a complete package - and I'll even let you use MY

web-site! Dear Friend, I've just put together an amazing package of software products with master resale

rights... With my "Pure Profit Software" package, you're free to sell your choice of products

individually...or better yet, as a complete package using a copy of this web-site! No, I'm not talking about

some 50 commission affiliate program. What I mean is, for every sale you generate...YOU keep 100 of

the profit! ...And there is absolutely no limit to the number of copies you can sell! My goal here is to make

your selling experience as easy as possible. So I've arranged download links to each of the included

software titles in a single ebook for your convenience... Heck, you don't even have to transfer the

products to your own web space. Your customers can download any or all of the products directly from

the master ebook. ...Starting or building your online business doesn't get much easier than that! Now, I'm

not going to guarantee you'll make "x" amount of dollars selling the Pure Profit Software package. For one

thing, it's a brand-spanking new product, so the market is wide open... And secondly, YOUR success
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depends on YOU - right? What I can tell you is that I make a full-time income as an online information

marketer selling digital information and software products - Pure Profit Software included! ...And no, I'm

not holed up in some one bedroom apartment somewhere just barely scraping by... I have a $225,000, 5

bedroom house here in Lakeville, Minnesota. I just bought a brand new 2002 car. And I've got 3 little girls

in ballet and dance school... I'm not trying to impress anyone. Rather, I just want to let YOU know that this

is a real business that you CAN succeed with...Not some fly-by-night gimmick. . Here's the list of included

Pure Profit Software products: . Click on the Titles to Learn More...And please note, the majority of these

products are packages in-and-of themselves featuring order-ready websites!... Affiliate Defender Cloak

your affiliate links, and stop thieves from stealing your commissions! Order-ready web-site included.

Instant Site Maker Create direct response style web-sites (like this one) in just minutes! Order-ready

web-site included. Instant eMail Scramble Prevent your email address from being captured, and greatly

reduce SPAM! Order-ready web-site included. Instant Affiliate Link Masker Another great option for

cloaking your affiliate links, and stopping thieves from stealing your commissions! Order-ready web-site

included. Instant Meta Maker Increase search-engine traffic the easy way! Order-ready web-site included.

Instant Bookmark Enable visitors to bookmark your site with the click of a button! Order-ready web-site

included. PayPal Money-Making Safelist Script Create your own safelist site/service. JavaScript Magic

Add special features to your web-site with this comprehensive script resource! Order-ready web-site

included. Pop-Up Generator Increase profitability - add pop-ups to your website in just minutes!

Order-ready web-site included. . Offer products with a real benefit, that people WANT! . It doesn't take a

genius to recognize the unlimited demand of the Pure Profit Software collection. ...Each individual product

offers a specific benefit that can help YOU and your customers save time, money, and headaches -- while

increasing online profitability... And that's what we're all after, isn't it? . Quality Software Products at

Below Wholesale! . If you were to go through and order each of the products in the Pure Profit Software

package individually, you'd pay $331.72... And you know what? That's not an unfair price by any means.

After all, each product comes with master resale rights meaning virtually unlimited profit for YOU. But

you're not going to pay $331.72, or even close to it. In fact, for a limited time I'm practically GIVING

AWAY the Pure Profit Software package...for a measly $37.00! Why would I do such a thing? Simple. It's

the "You scratch my back and I'll scratch yours" principle... You see, inside the master ebook I've

included several "plugs" for some of my other websites...Every copy of the Pure Profit Software package



you sell means a little extra exposure for me. And YOU get an unbelievable deal on an impressive list of

top quality software products with master resale rights. But don't forget, you ALSO receive a copy of this

web-site to make your selling experience a breeze! . It's Guaranteed, Of Course! Before you continue, I

wanted to be sure to let you know you're not risking a cent by ordering the Pure Profit Software package.

Why? Well, it has nothing to do with me, really. If you don't like what you find, you can request a prompt,

100 refund directly from ClickBank.com, my independent merchant services provider. (Valid for a full 6

months following your order!) Order Now! Here's something I can't guarantee: That this entire package

will still be available for $37.00 the next time you decide to visit. If it starts selling like hotcakes (which I

expect it will), I would be NUTS not to bump up the price by at least ten or fifteen bucks... So clearly NOW

is the time to order. Remember, if you're not satisfied you have zero, zilch, nada, nothing to lose! How to

Order... Simply click on the order link below and follow the instructions. Following your order you'll gain

INSTANT ACCESS to the Pure Profit Software package. Remember, you're not going to be wrestling with

a dozen or more different download links...Just one click and the entire package is saved to your

desktop... Hurry...Your very own 100 profit software arsenal is ready and waiting! . Here for Your

Success, P.S. What, no bonuses? Technically, no. But don't forget, in addition to the list of top quality

software products that you can both use AND resell for 100 profit, you get a copy of this professionally

designed web-site to make your selling experience a breeze!
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